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A word from our CEO & Co-Founder
What began as an idea in April 2014 is now
coming to fruition with an IEO listing scheduled
for June 2020.
Our goal is to become the primary global ideas
exchange enabling global citizens to monetise
their ideas, thoughts and feedback to registered
buyers.
We believe that the marketplace desperately
needs our business offering which will enable
any company on the planet to have access to
ideas and insights from global citizens 24/7.
We have created a brand new global software
industry known as ‘Ideas as a Service’. This will
enable us to future-proof our business and
drive value for our investors.
Giselle.

To become the primary global ideas
exchange enabling global citizens to
monetise their ideas and insights to
registered buyers.
We motivate global citizens through
rewards and token currency, match
ideas with artifical intelligence and
secure IP with blockchain.

Overview
Name
UCROWDME

Established (2018)
London, UK

Founders
Giselle Griffiths
Greg Gentner
Jake Le
Greg Griffiths

Website
ucrowdme.com

Business Stage
MVP completed
Global advisory board
Architecture ready
Tech partners ready
Legal ready
Develop min. market
release for launch
Commercials
2x pilots (7m users)
30x Targeted pilots (SG)
Global partnerships
Target Audience
Global companies,
NGOs, and Government.
4.4 Billions global
citizens of the world.

Funding Stage
Round#1 completed
Round#2 IEO listing
Concept
Ideas as a Service,
Global rewards
Marketplace
Technology
Blockchain, AI, crypto,
rewards & market
UCM Token Supply
100 Million
Business Model
22x revenue streams
SaaS subscription
End-to-end ideation

Success Factors
We are creating a brand new global software
industry registered under the trademark
‘Ideas as a Service’ (IaaS)
Joint-venture with the fastest growing
Singapore SME company with potential ASEA
distribution up to 100 million users
Paid pilots in Australia giving access to 7
mIllion users before our official 2021 launch
Tokens backed by tangible intellectual
property that is created on the token
Tokens are earnt by submitting ideas,
insights and awards
World-class ‘Blockchain’ backed intellectual
property technology solution
World-first ‘Artificial-Intelligence Idea and
Insights Chatbot’
Targeting 30+ Global ‘Proof of Value’ pilots to
launch in 2021 across ASEAN region
Global rewards ecosystem with 1 million+
products available through our partners
World-class management, advisory and
development team
Future-proof product roadmap that includes
the development of an IP trading exchange
platform

Success
Highlights
£33.7M Revenue (Yr3)
£16.9M EBITDA (Yr3)
24x Revenue Streams (Yr1)

Entrepreneurial Management Team
We have a world-class, proven management
and advisory team with deep knowledge and
experience working across direct global
markets.
Unmet Market Need
We have identified a clear unmet market need
to make innovation and consumer insights
affordable for up to 270 million+ companies
while monetising ideas for up to 4.4 billion
connected citizens.
Existing Pilot Agreements (Revenue)
We have 2x ‘Proof of Value’ pilots that have
been signed giving us potential access to 7
million Australians before launch.

Clear Route to Market
The business has identified and successfully
tested a route to market through our MVP in
Dec’18. We will strategically pre-launch into the
U.K., India, Singapore and Vietnam through
partners and paid pilots. Our official launch
then targets the U.S., Europe and ROW.
Growth Focused Team
UCROWDME will be targeting either an IPO or
trade sale within a 5 year period from launch.
Technology
We will have the most sophisticated platform
attracting users that have never been engaged
but only ignored. Built in- conjunction with
Amazon/others, our disruptive offering changes
the game from day one. We have roadmapped
even greater, game-changing ability to help this
world!
Entrepreneurial Management Team
We have a world-class, proven management
and advisory team with deep knowledge and
experience working across direct global
markets.

Success
Overview
Token Allocation
Brand & global rewards creation
As the business scales we will continue to
add global reward partners to our ecosystem
so that our users continue to receive access
to the best rewards platform in market
Our branding and marketing will play a
pivotal role to acquire new users, subscribers
and sponsors. We will select and work very
closely with the successful brand and
marketing partners to help support our
vision and values
Software development, distribution &
partnerships
Continued platform development is critical to
disrupt, displace and enter new markets
previously not available
Our proprietary artificial intelligence,
machine learning and blockchain technology
will give us a huge first-mover advantage

Distribution of the platform will come through
strategic partnerships, content influencers,
sports and educational associations,
subscribers with large customer bases and
finally through our own IEO Token (UCM) on the
ProBit Exchange
Marketing & Operations
We will be targeting our nine researched
personas that we believe will generate the
quickest user adoption and market penetration.
Our selected global agency will play a large role
in gaining access to the world's leading brands,
positioning the UCROWDME brand as a market
leader.
We will be aggressive with our IEO token
marketing which will focus on South Korea,
ASEAN and Europe to drive new user uptake.
Key Growth Factors
24x Revenue Streams Strategic Partnerships
Reward Partners IP Trading Exchange
UCM Token Existing Pilots (7m users)
Use of funds
50% sales & marketing
45% software development & operations
5% legal & accounting

Previous Success
Our global team has worked with the world’s
largest companies during our professional
careers and we have listed below just some of
the blue-chip clients who have entrusted their
business with our team.
Our team has sold in-excess of £60 million in
contractual revenue over the last 20 years. The
trusted brands you see below are organisations
that we will be targeting immediately among
many others that will drive immediate value.

Official Media

Token Opportunity

Marketing

Ambassadors

Tokenomics
Introduction
UCROWDME is creating a single structured
token system while distributing UCM tokens as
widely as possible across three separate token
rounds and from within the UCROWDME
platform itself once users are qualified i.e.
submit an idea.
To generate a stable economy whereby the
proportion of tokens vs participants remains
sustainable, we will ensure that a sufficient
quantity of tokens is available for users who
have submitted an idea on the platform as well
as expanding our available global community.
To ensure further development according to
our product roadmap as our technical goals are
quite advanced, we must be flexible in our
decision-making, such as any future technology
changes that are deemed necessary by the
company.

Token Utility
UCM currency. It will be used within the
platform as rewards for users who submit
ideas and consumer insights/feedback, gamified
platform interactions, as gifts to friends, to
redeem for goods and/or services offered by
our global partners, etc.
This functionality provides a real tangible
purpose to the underlying token, UCM token
eco-system and real value for UCM holders.
UCM tokens create an internal economic
system within the confines of the project itself.
This helps buyers and sellers to trade value
within the ecosystem. This creation and
maintenance of individual, internal economies
are a critical part of the token itself.
Token Distribution (UCM) inc. bonuses:
UCM will be issuing 100,000,000 tokens
Public Sale:
Pre-Sale:
Private Sale:
Token Burn Reserve:
Founder:
Advisors/Other:
Bonus & Referrals:

35,000,000 tokens
15,000,000 tokens
10,000,000 tokens
10,000,000 tokens
14,000,000 tokens
6,000,000 tokens
10,000,000 tokens

Lockup Period
Founder, Advisors & Employees: 12 months
Private Sale: 6 months
Pre-Sale: 3 months
Public Sale: none
Bonus & Referrals: 3 months
Token Utility
UCM currency. It will be used within the
platform as rewards for users who submit
ideas and consumer insights/feedback, gamified
platform interactions, as gifts to friends, to
redeem for goods and/or services offered by
our global partners, etc.
This functionality provides a real tangible
purpose to the underlying token, UCM token
eco-system and real value for UCM holders.
UCM tokens create an internal economic
system within the confines of the project itself.
This helps buyers and sellers to trade value
within the ecosystem. This creation and
maintenance of individual, internal economies
are a critical part of the token itself.

Reduced Token Velocity
Our strategy to reduce token velocity is very
simple. We will be rewarding up to 5,000,000
(5%) UCM tokens for every registered user who
submits an idea/insight on the platform which
in-turn will generate revenue based on the
promotional/validation fees generated.
We will also be rewarding public-sale ProBit
token holders who deposit more than $500
USD with a referral bonus of 10% UCM tokens
up to the value of 5,000,000x available tokens.
This will motivate users to register, submit ideas
and refer UCM to new communities. Tokens
issued are subject to a 3 month holding period.
Token Community
The UCM token community will help support
both our short and long-term strategic
initiatives where we can create a 1:1 personal
relationship with our token holders.
We will developing multiple social channels to
build-out the UCM ecosystem by distributing
the latest news, business updates, marketing
material, videos and of course a dedicated
Telegram channel called #UCMIEO.
UCM community members will also be
exclusively invited to beta-testing of the
UCROWDME platform when we are ready.

Token Valuation
The value of the UCM token will be carefully
supported and structured by UCROWDME so
that future success can be delivered. Our UCM
token framework is built-on the intellectual
property and data that is generated on the
platform including key market updates.
Business Model
Our multi-faceted global business model
consists of; an ideas marketplace and insights
rewards platform. We currently have 24x
revenue streams that are generated via
subscription, commission, advertising,
promoted (up-sell) and validation fees.
Our platform offers free access to every global
citizen so that they can post their conceptual
ideas and share their thoughts, feedback and
opinions directly with their favourite brand,
product, service or organisation for
monetisation. Users can redeem cash via the
platform and/or redeem UCM tokens.
Token Burning:
We have already explained how token burning
works above. The way burning helps with
velocity is that since the supply of the tokens
will decrease, the holders will think twice about
spending them frivolously.

Gamification:
Gamification can encourage users to hold on to
their tokens for various perks. Eg. The native
tokens of YouNow are called PROPS.
The idea is that users can tip content creators
with PROPS. The creators then have the choice
to sell them off or hold onto them. Holding on
to the tokens will improve the ranking of the
content created and make the creators more
discoverable.
Legal Opinion Structure
Legal Kornet Law Firm, LLC has provided a
legal opinion regarding UCROWDME‘s IEO
token being classified as a utility token.
For more information please refer to ProBit
Exchange who have sighted this legal
document.

Social Innovation
powered by:

Global Citizens,
AI & Blockchain

UCM Overview
The most disruptive break-through global
ideas/insights exchange ever created that will
enable global citizens to monetise their ideas,
thoughts and feedback through the platform to
registered and qualified buyers i.e. companies.
We motivate global citizens through
gamification, rewards and coins. We match
ideas with artificial intelligence, machine and
deep learning algorithms, and secure IP
provenance with blockchain smart contracts.
Our main goal is to make innovation, insights
and rewards available for the 4.4+ Billion
internet users and empower the 270 Million
companies that do not have the applicable
technology - to help them innovative, be more
competitive or disruptive.
We are visionaries who believe that a new
software industry called ‘Ideas/Insights as a
Service’ is critical to the world we live-in let
alone right now during one of the worst
pandemics seen in generations.

Most global companies (95% plus) cannot afford
to implement, run and manage an ideation or
insights platforms, let alone administer
customer insights, rewards, gamification or an
online marketplace. The barrier to entry for
these companies is too high.
This means that innovation and customer
insights is significantly thwarted for this
audience and hence why global growth across
innovation and insights is stalling.
Your organisation, employees, customers,
members and affiliates feel empowered with no
extra workload. Your management team has a
new disruptive solution that drives real
quantifiable value.
UCROWDME is a seamless extension to your
sales, marketing, innovation and membership
teams. No additional resources required or
admins, and no need for training.
We validate all ideas and customer insights that
are generated. We only send you quality data
that you can action. We automate all admin
tasks to better help you manage and engage
with your customers.

UCROWDME CITIZENS now have a single global
platform where they can create a 1:1 personal
relationship with any global brand, product,
company and organisation that they truly care
about and want to support.
Through this process UCROWDME CITIZENS
can now earn unlimited rewards in the shape
of the UCM Tokens and/or UCM points,
vouchers and discounts based on individual
and/or team contributions.
The software and services available on the
platform will include the below key options to
ensure that we are competitive, innovative and
drive new opportunities.
Development, maintenance, distribution and
on-going certification and compliance of our
technology platform
Partnership and distribution of our rewards
marketplace Development of our API
management console for B2B partners
Creation of mathematical formula required
for our algorithms, blockchain smart
contracts artificial intelligence, machine and
deep learning tools

Development and implementation of
disruptive product ideas from scratch for our
own creation or re-constructing other thirdparty software tools into new innovative
gamification formats which were never
considered before to create new audiences,
increase user adoption and provide the best
possible user experience for all users
Development of the user flow and user
journey experience
Creation of gamification rules, terms and
conditions and help guides
Direct API Integration into global
Government and/or similar parties for
intellectual property search, request, crossreference and validation access

Leadership Team
Giselle Griffiths
CEO & Co-Founder
A highly accomplished media professional with more
than 20 experience in sales and marketing, gained in
senior leadership roles in Australian and international
markets. Working with global brands and Fortune 500
companies, Giselle is skilled at identifying and creating
long-term strategic client partnerships, growing new
markets and generating significant revenue.

Greg Gentner
COO Advisor & Co-Founder
Innovative Business Leader and Expert in Software
and Technology with proven experience establishing,
managing, and exponentially growing technology
companies. An executive with strong communication
skills, thought leadership, an understanding of
innovative technology, an establishing accountable
operational structure, and the ability to quickly develop
and execute a strategic growth plan.

Leadership Team
Jake Le
Advisor & Co-Founder
Rainmaker in the I.T services industry, Smart-city
startup founder and unofficial flag-waver for the
Colombian tech economy. A true sales leader who has
acquired and developed some of the most exciting
opportunities
in the US for multiple LATAM companies despite only
speaking Spanglish. Jake truly excels in dissecting
complex customer challenges and articulating the real
benefit of solutions to 'C' level executives.

Greg Griffiths
Chairman & Founder
Entrepreneur, visionary global sales and innovation
expert. Having predominantly worked with Fortune 500
and enterprise companies and organizations over the
past 20 years in Sydney, Singapore, Hong Kong, South
Korea, Malaysia, London and New York. CXO expertise
across innovation, strategy and transformation,
technology and sales. He has generated in-excess of
£50 million pounds in revenue generation.

Advisory Team

Clare Bailey
Retail & FMCG

David Kwee
Education

Robert Indries
Technology

Sean O’Kelly
Film & Media

Hamish Anderson
Marketing

Vinod Bansal
Technology

Global Partners

The Problem
Accessibility, Cost & Failure
2.8 Billion citizens that do not have a
centralised platform that can be easily accessed
to post their ideas, insights and feedback.
720 Million employees that work for a company
that does not have any form of innovation or
customer insights technology platforms share
exactly the same problem which is insane.
Capturing ideas and customer insights is not
only difficult but also very costly for
organisations when you factor in the necessary
resources that are required. Factor in the cost
for inventors and creative citizens to then
register an idea (how), and take it to market
(how), their dream becomes nearly impossible.
This has a huge impact on our global economy
because not enough of the right ideas are being
put forward to the right organisations and
organisations themselves are not focused on
delivering the right ideas to the consumer.
Despite spending billions of dollars on
consumer research and measurement tools,
Global organisations aren’t keeping up with
what their customers want.

Effort,
Incentive,
Appeal

Not Relevant to
all Ethnic Groups

Once a year,
Outdated, Manual
Process

Average of
$300+
per person,
per survey

Distrust in Gov’t,
Business & Media

Is not heard or
actioned

According to Harvard Business School
professor Clayton Christensen, there are over
30,000 new products introduced every year,
and 95 percent fail.
Product Development
Another flaw in product development is that
most small companies only have one or two
people involved with incubating an idea.
There is often a lack of coordination across
departments such as marketing, sales and
production from the onset. Marketing is often
introduced to an idea long after the
development begins, though marketers may
have had useful insight on everything from
design to utility.
Lack of Trust
As outlined in the Edelman Trust Barometer
global report, distrust continues with 15 of the
26 markets seen as distrusters. Why is this
important?
The Trust Index rises for the informed global
public with a 4-point increase from 2018 to
63/100. This is great for the informed public but
what about the mass population?

Trust inequality stands at record highs and
creates a significant 16-point gap divide which
stands at 49/100. The gap has nearly doubled
from 2012 to 2019 between audiences.
If organisations are deemed more trusting then
the connection and correlation from consumer
(public) spending will drive more accurate
consumer insights.

If trust in these institutions diminishes, we
begin to fear that we are no longer in safe,
reliable hands. Without trust, the fabric of
society can unravel to the detriment of all.
For these reasons, trust is a valuable asset for
all institutions, and ongoing trust-building
activities should be one of the most important
strategic priorities for every organisation.

Barriers to entry:
idea creation by individuals
Little or no access to the market. Example:
How does ‘John’ get his new virtual reality idea
to LG Electronics?
Little or no access to funding? ’Going it
alone’ almost always unviable due to inability to
raise funds or lack of business experience.
Lack of know-how to register ideas?
Unfamiliarity of the ‘Patent’s Office' and
copyright law is itself a ‘Barrier to Entry’.
Lack of legal protection. Great ideas require
the greatest protection, which requires legal
specialists in patent and copyright law.
Lack of time to pursue an idea. Many people
with great ideas are already fighting to put a
meal on the table, let alone indulge in a pipe
dream.
Lack of contract certainty or
enforceability. We live in a world, requiring
complex contracts between parties. This
requires more legal, costly specialists.

Conclusion:
This is way to difficult!

The Solution
We are creating a decentralized social
innovation ecosystem that will identify, validate
and reward consumer ideas and insights
through our blockchain and AI powered
platform.
Our purpose is to:
Build a decentralised social innovation and
blockchain-powered platform that drives
impactful innovation and consumer insights
at scale
Delivering a cost-effective solution for most
global companies to become more
competitive, innovative and better aligned
with their customers
Validate ideas and insights providing a 300%
greater chance for success
Empower Global Citizens by giving them a
voice, regardless of their background
Help organisations build and develop
relevant consumer products/services
Create a fair, equal and value-based effort
rewards system
Support the continued growth of the
Ethereum network through our-own
UCROWDME token that is supported and
validated against intellectual property and
rewards redeemed on the platform

Global
Voice

Business
Growth

People
Empowered

Organisation
Profit

Customer-centric (also known as client-centric)
is a business strategy that’s based on putting
your customer first and at the core of your
business in order to provide a positive
experience and build long-term relationships.
By rewarding everyday Global Citizens to
connect directly with organisations, we can
then help drive more effective customer
centricity into these organisations, whilst
reducing the costs of market research and
driving new products and services.

Barriers to innovation:
for companies
Idea generation is global yet a company's
needs are invariable local, sectoral or product
specific.
Global generated ideas are random in
form. There’s no repository to categorise,
evaluate and prioritise to give companies an
opportunity to synthesise randomness.
Marketing effort requires focused or niche
targeting not a global ‘Scatter-gun’ approach.
This is asymmetric to how ideas are generated.
An existing and strong customer-base can
be inappropriate for testing completely new
products.
Access to external customer groups can be
very expensive and with limited demographics.
Access to other customer groups is timeconsuming and will produce unreliable results.

Conclusion:
Innovation by companies is self-fulfilling and
self-serving, by being self-generative. They are
starved of externally generated ideas from
those that really add value, the consumer.

An ideas marketplace platform where global
citizens including inventors can post their ideas,
thoughts and feedback directly to their favourite
brand, product, company or relevant industry
category for monetisation.

We gamify the user experience like never
before where global citizens earn rewards for
each interaction in the platform which can then
be monetised or redeemed within our global
ecosystem.
Users can earn and redeem UCM tokens.
These are generated based on the number of
points a user creates on the platform and/or
by each validated idea.

Users can submit their ideas, insights and
feedback against specific brands or categories
i.e. sport, film, technology, fashion, consumer
goods, healthcare, manufacturing, Gov’t etc.

Global Citizens and Inventors collaborate
directly with their respective Institutions
Users can submit their ideas, insights and
feedback against specific brands or categories
i.e. sport, film, technology, fashion, consumer
goods, healthcare, manufacturing, Gov’t etc.
Ideation occurs rapidly through quick driven
search and via our automated artificial
intelligence matching bot that connected
directly with the UCROWDME crowd.

Good and innovative ideas and insights will
foster new conversations on the platform.
Traction and engagement in these ideas will
drive new innovation, and users can generate
UCM reward points that they can redeem for a
number of premium products and services.

Validated Ideas Enter The Marketplace
Users with validated ideas have a choice to
enter the marketplace.
The marketplace is where the user with the
validated idea decides if they want to sell their
idea for a fixed-price i.e. $1,000 USD or prefer
to auction their idea to the highest bidder.
Our AI-powered ‘Offer Bot’ coaches a user
through the process as their virtual advisor.
Helping a user predict and estimate what the
demand is for their idea.
The UCROWDME platform is also a trusted
place where Global Brands can engage directly
with users on the platform regarding their
ideas, thoughts and insights. This personal 1:1
relationship is the dream of everyone with an
idea or vision.
UCROWDME is where your IDEA stands out
from the CROWD.

Be part of the UCROWDme
Everyone always enjoys being part of the
CROWD. A conversation you don’t want to stop,
a party that you don’t want to leave, a sporting
event where the energy feeds your every
breathe, and a game you can’t stop playing.
The UCROWDME platform is built to engage
users on multiple levels. This is accomplished
through a dynamic user-interface giving users a
great user experience while providing clearly
driven next steps.

UCROWDME User Reward Examples:

Gamification Industry & Best-Practice
Motivation:
(1) Intrinsic (Enjoyment or Love) & (2)
Extrinsic (Outcome)
Rewards:
Social Currency (Affiliation, Conversation,
Utility, Advocacy, Information & Identity)
Behaviour:
Motivation, Ability & Trigger (Fogg) ‘Tiny
Habits Theory’ sequence of small changes
to daily habit ‘Nudge Theory’ positive
reinforcement and indirect signals toward
a non-forced action
Social Influencers:
TRA, TPB, NOA, TIB & Fogg's Behavior
Model. Rewards: Social Currency
(Affiliation, Conversation, Utility, Advocacy,
Information & Identity)
Cultural Influences:
Perception, motivation, learning and
memory, group influence, social class,
female & male roles, attitudes and
decision-making
Other Attributes:
Age, Gender, Fun & User Experience

UCROWDME ‘AI’
powered algorithms
are critical to the
success of innovation
and consumer insights.

Overview:
Metadata (Sentiment Analysis)
Matches idea sellers data against idea buyers profile
and creates a true value score between 0-100 based
on accuracy matching.

Expert Opinion
Generated ideas are validated by third-party experts
for a fee and then assigned a value for both idea
sellers and buyers to see.

Similarity
It will find, rank and sort the best matches according to
generated idea and insights criteria. We surface the
best results immediately with a score.

Reputation (Sentiment Analysis)
Generates an idea seller score based on their idea
and insights actions on the platform. Score is then
visible to idea buyers for purchase. Updated daily.

IP ROI
Generates a score based on pre-defined criteria
showing what the idea could achieve if developed
and introduced into the marketplace.
Employee Validation
Ability for buyers to share the idea that they are
considering for purchase with fellow employees for
further 1:1 validation. A score will be generated.

Feasibility
Generates a score for the idea/insight submitted.
The higher the score the more feasible it is for
purchase. Index scores updated daily.

IP Search
Allows users to check if there idea has already been
created or registered with the relevant Government
authorities via our API.

Social
Generates a score based on basic metrics such as;
likes, views, and favourites. This score provides a social
heartbeat to what’s happening on the platform at any
given time.

Uniqueness
Generates a score based on predefined criteria that
targets the ideas originality, disruptive capability and
historical and future performance.

Trending
Generates a score based on how the idea is trending
both on and off the platform with data that has been
submitted on/against profiles.

IP Valuation
Generates a weighted score from using our platform
algorithms and leverages machine learning delivering
a dollar value against the submitted idea.

Architecture
CORE FEATURES:
iDATA | iNTELLIGENCE | iPROTECT | iBLOCK
iTOKEN GAME | iREWARDS | iTECHNOLOGY
iPARTNER
The UCROWDME platform is a modern and
agile software built with the highest level of
insight to innovation, security and functionality.
We are a responsive and progressive web
application that is built by some of the best
technology leaders, architects, and engineers all
over the world.
Our development teams are aligned with AWS
in their Global Cloud Environment as a Certified
Development Partner.
This section will address the key Core Feature
aspects of UCROWDME. The fusion and
integration of multiple facets makes our
solution architecture one of our key
differentiators.

iDATA
The foundation of our technology is based on a
Data Lake structure versus a more traditional
Data Warehouse. Why?
1. Scalability to billions of users
2. Quick access to Data3
3. Provide the correct Data to power our AI
engine
4. Agile foundation that can strategically pivot
and adjust
Data lakes are used to ingest, govern, and
transform both structured and unstructured
data into actionable data
Ingestion – Data is stored in its native format
requiring minimal upfront planning, allowing
for low-cost and fast integration.
Governance – With a clear strategy, a data
lake allows you to set governance policies to
ensure the integrity, security, and reliability of
your data, and establish access controls
Transformation – All of your company’s data
is available when it's ready for consumption.
This process can reveal new insights and
analytics from unknown or underappreciated
data.

What is a data lake?
Conceptually, a data lake is a secure data
repository that can store any type of data in its
original format. Data lakes typically align with an
‘ELT’ strategy, meaning the data is extracted and
loaded in to the data lake in its original format
and transformed later, when needed for
analysis.
This approach Is known as the ‘Schema on
Read’ technique and allows the user to store
the data more cost effectively than with data
warehouses. Because the data is stored in its
raw format, only the data needed for a
particular analysis is cleansed and then
structured using data lakes.
How do data lakes differ from traditional
data warehouses?
Contrary to data lakes, which store data prior to
transformation, traditional data warehouses
follow the “ETL” strategy meaning the data is
Transformed prior to being Loaded to the data
warehouse. This approach is known as a
“Schema on Write” technique. This approach
can lead to inefficiencies, because the process
requires both time and effort to do correctly
and requires the user to anticipate how they
are going to use the data later.

Warehouses also require ALL data to be
structured and organized upfront, which can
take considerable time and is inefficient in
situations where all the data is not used.
Data lakes provide more flexibility and allow
users to customize the use of the data
according to their needs.
If a user performs an analysis and there is a
desire to repeat that particular use of the data,
a formal schema can be applied, and
automation can be developed creating an
efficiency similar to what a data warehouse
provides.
Data lakes allow the users of the data to be the
decision makers regarding the structure and
organization of the data since this is completed
when the data is being used and analysed.
Because warehouses require data to be
cleansed and prepared prior to storage, the
resulting use of the data really needs to be
determined up front, which is generally when
the IT people are involved and not the business
people, who ultimately determine the use of
the data.

iNTELLIGENCE
The UCROWDME intelligence is fueled by our
data (and the ease of access to our data)
discussed above.
Our proprietary AI engine is powered by several
core algorithms that continuously validate all
ideas and insights that have been submitted on
the platform.
We acknowledge how important data is
especially in today's world which is why we want
to make sure that only good data is delivered
for the benefit of the global citizen.
It is one thing to just process data, but it is truly
revolutionary to use data intuitively and in realtime to make a user an active part of your
application.
Not only do we validate and process data, but
our platform can intuitively use hundreds of
learning algorithms to engage users, help them
tangibly express their innovative ideas the best
way possible, and then match these ideas
seamlessly to other users, companies, and
brands. Think of what Netflix does for users.

iPROTECT
The UCROWDME iPROTECT feature takes
ideation a step further. Coupled with our
iNTELLIGENT core feature, we provide users
initial intelligence on whether other idea
patents or products could infringe on the
protection of their “baby”. We have a Global
reach with our API/MicroServices touch points.
Our purpose driven process to support our
blockchain protocol provides this very
important next step to make sure a user isn’t
wasting their time. UCROWDME will be the new
Global standard for IP protection to the global
citizen by copyrighting idea ownership during
the idea and/or insight submission process.
iBLOCK
An additional secure measure in the
UCROWDME technology solution is driven by
leading blockchain-powered technologies that
secures and protects all intellectual property
created on the platform and establishing idea
provenance.
People can publicly reveal the digest and if
conflict arises they can prove they had the data
that generated the digest.

Https://newsbtc.com/proof-of-existence/
Proof of Existence is useful for copyrighted
material, patents, etc. A person can prove a
certain data exists at a certain moment of time.
As we use the Bitcoin Blockchain to store the
document proof, anyone can certify the
existence of a document without the need of a
central authority. The computing power of the
whole bitcoin network is used to certify your
data.
Common uses for Proof of Existence (PoE)
People can publicly reveal the digest and if
conflict arises they can prove they had the data
that generated the digest. Proof of Existence is
useful for copyrighted material, patents, etc. A
person can prove a certain data exists at a
certain moment in time.
Some of the common uses for PoE are:
Demonstrating data ownership without
revealing actual data
Document time stamping
Proving ownership and Deed transfer
Asset realization Checking for document
integrity

UCROWDME users will know that their data,
and more importantly, their ideas are
protected. The technology innovation
continuum moves at such a fast pace that users
and their ideas need to be protected and all
costs.
The UCROWDME iBLOCK communication
structure will also adhere to a minimum of 128
Bit RC Encryption Technology which could also
include an additional layer of 2-Factor
Authentication.
We will continue to evolve our security levels to
include security tokens, biometrics, and other
features when and where appropriate. We also
take steps to use and SFTP (FTP over SSH)
communication structure and format when and
where it is necessary.

iTOKEN
UCROWDME knows that our users and their
Ideas will change the world. Our dream is that
every one of our Users be a part of a Global
CROWD that makes a difference in the daily
lives of those around all of us.

Every validated idea and/or insight on the
UCROWDME platform will be rewarded with our
own independent crypto-currency token.
We know that every idea isn’t going to be
monetized or have a future, but why not reward
the innovators, the creative thinkers,
entrepreneurs, and the ones who took a chance
by sharing their ideas with the world.
The UCM token is a registered and active
crypto-currency that will stand alone from a
user’s idea, but gives everyone a chance to have
a piece of the action.
Social innovation and collaboration is the most
important topic since ‘Edison’ and hence why a
small token ignites the fire for rapid global
change on all levels.
iGAME
Gamification is another core function of the
UCROWDME platform. Gamification will help
drive user adoption, motivation and rewards.

Our approach to gamification isn’t a false
action-based system that may or may not be a
real value to a user. There are many different
ways that UCROWDME engages our passionate
Users.
Users want to be involved, they want to be
heard, and they want to be part of a real energy
and emotion.
Our platform hones in on the Ease of
Engagement (integration with Siri, Google,
Alexa), Competitiveness of Users, Evolution of
the Idea, Involvement in Social Media
Awareness, and Employee Engagement
(when in the Corporate environment).
An active and passionate User base absolutely
drives the increased Reach and Effectiveness of
the UCROWDME platform, so we take UI/UX
seriously.
Gamification is not a Game – it is a User centric
approach to providing value driven positive
behaviors from customers and employees,
leading to a rich brand experience and higher
sales.

iREWARDS
Many companies and competitors fall into the
trap of rewarding Users for almost anything,
and they make it worse by incentivizing nonvaluable User engagement leading to a false
and meaningless engagement.
UCROWDME is committed to changing this at all
levels of our platform. The global loyalty
management market was valued at USD 2.617
Billion in 2018 , and is expected to reach a value
of USD 9.280 Billion by 2024, at a CAGR of
23.3% over the forecast period (2019-2024).
Loyalty management is adopted by key
companies across various industry verticals,
whose primary focus is on client retention and
further building of sustainable customer
relationships.
iTECHNOLOGY
UCROWDME is proud to be built on and
integrate with some of the most dependable
partners and technology in the world today.
There is no way for us to list all of them, but
here is a quick list. AWS Cloud (serverless) with
Aurora and Dynamo DB, AWS Data Lake and
Targeting, Amazon Redshift, Hadoop (Shared
Services), Python, Java, JS etc.

IP LifecycIe Journey:

iFEATURES

UCM ERC-20 Token

AI Idea Chatbot

Artifical Intelligence

Blockchain

Idea Validation

Ideas Marketplace

Machine Learning

Big Data & Insights

Gamification

Automated
Copyright

Insights

API Console

IaaS (SaaS)
Platform

Cash
Rewards

Intellectual Property
Search

iPARTNER

World-first ‘End-to-End‘ innovation and
consumer insights platform solution enabling a
global trusted network of future industry
partners, and experts who can facilitate the
necessary professional services to further
validate and/or execute the ideas purchased or
the consumer insights digested directly from
the platform.
We will be building out a global community of
talented professionals within the key following
areas that will help companies who do not
necessarily have the same resources or budget
for that matter like their bigger competitors.
UI & UA Design
Software Development
QA Testing
EngineerIng Experts
Infrastructure Experts
Security Solutions
Project Management
Performance Management

Opportunity
If we could empower everyday Global Citizens
to effectively connect with Global institutions,
we could enable them to give real insight into
what they want.
Target Subscription Market
Our business model is based on 5x core areas
that encompass all countries within the United
Nations. These are; ideas, insights, advertising,
sponsorship and global rewards. When you
combine the total addressable market for them
you are looking at an astonishing $1 Trillion
Dollar Industry and/or access to 4.5+ Billion
Global Citizens (Internet user target-base).
Paid subscribers i.e. companies, organisations,
NGOs and Government account for at least
200 Million commercial entities globally that
could now be using our platform based on the
affordability of our platform.
Our idea industry categories have been
scrupulously researched and identified based
on global research and development spend
over the last 3 years. (NB: This excludes the
current ‘Miscellaneous’ option that will be
re-defined).

Target End-User Market (Global Citizens)
We have developed several user personas that
we feel address every global citizen on the
planet and best-fit the user needs for the
business. These include in no particular order;
children over 13 years old, single parents,
teenagers, students, millennials, over 40,
retirees, homeless and refugees.
The current world economy is struggling,
especially on a local/global macro-basis and
especially with COVID-19. This has and will
continue to have a huge impact on
discretionary spending levels globally.
Why is this important? AirBnb allowed homeowners to rent their properties to earn extra
income. UBER did exactly the same thing but
with cars predominantly owned at the time that
they could monetise outside, during or after
their current day job.
Why is this important? The economy is heading
to, if not already in many global countries
another recession and/or challenging economic
time whereby additional revenue or funding
streams will be top-of-mind and adopted very
easily.

Current Market Scenario
Market Research Future (MRFR) claims that the
global innovation management market has a
potential rise by 27% CAGR during the forecast
period (2017-2023).
The Innovation management market alone is
likely to garner a valuation of USD $1.7 Billion
due to the surging demand for innovative and
new products in the global market.
The surging demand for open innovation and
crowdsourcing innovation from several
organizations are presumed to dictate the
growth trajectory of the market.
The increased adoption of cloud-based
solutions by organizations is estimated to
trigger the demand for innovation management
across the globe.
According to McKinsey, 80% of executives think
their current business models are at risk to be
disrupted in the near future. In addition, 84% of
executives say that innovation is important to
their growth strategy.

Targeted Industries: (22)
Agriculture
Automobiles
Children & Teenagers
Construction
Energy & Resources
Fashion & Accessories
Film & Music
Finance
Food & Beverage
Global Brands
Government
Health
Home Appliances
Home Entertainment
Manufacturing
Miscellaneous
Pharmaceutical
Retail
Science
Services
Sports
Technology

Companies currently engaged
Football Australia (AU)
ASB Bank (NZ)
ANZ Bank (AU)
Novartis (AU)
Prudential (SG)
Pepsi Co (US)
Accor Hotels (FR)
John Lewis (UK)
Tesco (UK)
Novartis (CH)
LG Electronics (KR)
Hyundai (KR)
TVI (SG)
Singapore Airlines (SG)
Coles (AU)
United Nations (US)
Amazon (US)
ePoints (UK)
ClubsNSW (AU)

Business Model
Our multi-faceted global business model
consists of; an ideas marketplace, insights,
rewards platform, idea sponsorship and
advertising through a paid subscription or
SaaS model.
Our platform offers free access to every global
citizen so that they can post their conceptual or
registered ideas for monetisation and share
their thoughts, feedback and opinions directly
with their favourite brand, product, service or
organisation.
UCROWDME rewards global citizens based on
their interaction and contribution on the
platform and provides gamification to motivate
and empower global citizens.
Our target audience is defined as ‘Global
Citizens’ and ‘Paid Subscribers’. Global Citizens
are users who submit their ideas, feedback and
opinions on the UCROWDME platform.

Idea
Sponsors

Idea
Commission

Idea
Validation

InSights
Subscription

Adverts
Subscription

Marketing Strategy

To support our ‘Blue Ocean’ business model we
have incorporated a robust, proven marketing
strategy that also encompasses several key
areas that will successfully support our go-tomarket business strategy.
This very well-known ‘Bowling Pin’ marketing
strategy was the key driver to Facebook’s
success by targeting Harvard users first,
followed by other colleges and universities,
before then reaching out to the public even
with fully-funded competitors at the same time.
We have already signed two ‘Proof of Value’
(Paid Pilots) that will launch in Jan’21 and we
also anticipate signing-up another thirty Pilots
in Asia Pacific before Dec’20.
This targeted approach will provide the
necessary user-base required on a national
level factoring in our user persona types. Once
you factor-in the three degrees of separation
we will have access to the entire Australian
population minus adolescents.
By adopting this strategy UCROWDME will be
able to reduce our marketing costs and be
better positioned to focus on driving user
adoption, subscriptions and partnerships.

We have identified our Paid Subscriber types as;
Self-employed, SMB, SME, Enterprise, NGOs,
Member Clubs and Government organisations.
Each of these organisations can choose from
several subscription types based on their
business needs. Our subscription model
enables our business to scale easily with them
and without the burden of traditionally
expensive software costs.
We will initially work with organisations during
the development phase of the UCROWDME
platform that have a large footprint i.e. users,
members or employees totalling 1,000 or more.
We have secured two significant organisations
that have agreed to sign-up and contractual
obligations are in-progress. These two
organisations alone have a total footprint of
users in-excess of 7 million users in Australia.
We are developing a significant list of
prospective customers who have requested to
be part of our ‘Proof of Value’ (Pilot) program
along with globally recognised organisations
that have agreed to paid subscriptions upon
our launch.

Our strategy is to first launch in Australia,
Singapore and the UK securing a strong noncontested foothold and then strategically grow
into other key global markets where innovation
and consumer ideas and insights play a
significant part of their economy.
We have already identified the next wave of
targeted countries that will form part of our
strategic growth being; Korea, India, Vietnam,
United States, Germany, New Zealand, Hong
Kong, China and then Rest-of-World (ROW).
There is currently not a single software or
technology provider that has a monopoly within
the innovation, insights and/or rewards
marketplace.
We believe there is a significant gap in the
market and great opportunity to work
simultaneously across the B2B and B2C space.

Promotional & Validation Revenue Streams

Idea Commission (20%) from ideas sold
Idea Subtitle Listing
Idea Sub-Category Listing
Intellectual Property Search
Intellectual Property ROI
Idea Trending Score
Reputation Score (Sentiment)
Idea Similarity Score
Global Expert Opinion
Idea Feasibility Score
Community Idea Validation
Idea Abstract Value
Idea Uniqueness Score
Metadata Score (Sentiment)
Metadata Score (Sentiment)
15x Independent Revenue Streams

Size of SaaS
Market
Figures below are based on an approximate
200 Million companies globally that would be
potential SaaS subscribers. Forecasted TAM
for innovation management and consumer
insights software by 2025 equals $34.2 Billion
USD.

200 Million

200,000
Serviceable
Obtainable
Market (SOM)

Serviceable Available
Market (SAM)

Total Available Market (TAM)

2 Million

Size of Internet
Users
Figures below are based on an approximate
4.57 Billion internet users globally that would
be potential platform users.
SAM is based on 0.01% of TAM
SOM is based on 0.005% of TAM.

4.57 Billion

23 Million
Serviceable
Obtainable
Market (SOM)

Serviceable Available
Market (SAM)

Total Available Market (TAM)

45.7 Million

Size of Ideas &
Insights Market
Figures below are based on an approximate
4.57 Billion internet users globally that would
be potential platform users.
These users would make up inventors, ideas
and consumer insights .

4.57 Billion

2.3 Million
Serviceable
Obtainable
Market (SOM)

Serviceable Available
Market (SAM)

Total Available Market (TAM)

4.57 Million

Company
Roadmap
Minimal Viable Product (Dec’18)
Successfully Built & Tested

Seed Raise (Jan19)
Operational Costs, AI Design

Advisory Board est. (Mar19)
Operational, Architecture Design

ProBit IEO Listing (Jun20)
To develop UCROWDME

UCM Pilots Commence (Jan21)
Operational pilots in Asia Pacific

Official UCM Launch (Mar21)
Global marketing launch

IP Trading Exchange Build (May21)
Design & Software Development

IEO: Offer Details
Hardcap: $2,000,000 USD
Issuer: UCROWDME (UK) LIMITED
IEO Exchange: ProBit (Seoul, South Korea)
Legal Qualification: Utility Coin
Symbol: UCM
Type: ERC-20
Total Available Tokens for Sale: 60 Million
Token Sale Price: $0.05 USD
Contract:
Ox722f97A435278B7383a1e3c47F41773bebF3232C

Decimals: 18
Private Sale: 10% plus 33% bonus
Pre-Sale: 15% plus 20% bonus
Public Sale: 35% plus 10% bonus
Token Cash Burn Reserve: 10%
Rewards & Referral Program: 10%
Advisors/Employees: 6% (Lockup 12 mths)
Founders: 14% (Lockup 12 mths)
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Legal
General information
The UCROWDME token does not have the legal qualification
of a security, since it does not give any rights to dividends or
interests. The sale of UCROWDME tokens is final and nonrefundable. UCROWDME tokens are not equity shares and
do not give any right to participate in the general meeting of
UCROWDME (UK) LIMITED. UCROWDME tokens cannot have
a performance or a particular value outside the
UCROWDME Platform. UCROWDME tokens shall therefore
not be used or purchased for speculative or investment
purposes. The purchaser of UCROWDME tokens is aware
that national securities laws, ensure that investors are sold
investments that include all the proper disclosures and are
subject to regulatory scrutiny for the investors' protection,
are not applicable. Anyone purchasing UCROWDME tokens
expressly acknowledges and represents that she/he has
carefully reviewed this white paper and fully understands
the risks, costs and benefits associated with the purchase of
UCROWDME.
Knowledge required
The purchaser of UCROWDME tokens undertakes that
she/he understands and has significant experience of
cryptocurrencies, blockchain systems and services, and that
she/he fully understands the risks associated with the
crowdsale as well as the mechanism related to the use of
cryptocurrencies (incl. storage). UCROWDME shall not be
responsible for any loss of UCROWDME tokens or situations
making it impossible to access UCROWDME tokens, which
may result from any actions or omissions of the user or any
person undertaking to acquire UCROWDME tokens, as well
as in case of hacker attacks.

Knowledge required
The purchaser of UCROWDME tokens undertakes that
she/he understands and has significant experience of
cryptocurrencies, blockchain systems and services, and that
she/he fully understands the risks associated with the
crowdsale as well as the mechanism related to the use of
cryptocurrencies (incl. storage). UCROWDME shall not be
responsible for any loss of UCROWDME tokens or situations
making it impossible to access UCROWDME tokens, which
may result from any actions or omissions of the user or any
person undertaking to acquire UCROWDME tokens, as well
as in case of hacker attacks.
Risks
Acquiring UCROWDME tokens and storing them involves
various risks, in particular the risk that UCROWDME (UK)
LIMITED may not be able to launch its operations and
develop its blockchain and provide the services promised.
Therefore, and prior to acquiring UCROWDME tokens, any
user should carefully consider the risks, costs and benefits
of acquiring UCROWDME tokens in the context of the
crowdsale and, if necessary, obtain any independent advice
in this regard. Any interested person who is not in a position
to accept or to understand the risks associated with the
activity (incl. the risks related to the non-development of the
UCROWDME platform) or any other risks as indicated in the
Terms & Conditions of the crowdsale should not acquire
UCROWDME tokens.
Important Disclaimer
This white paper shall not and cannot be considered as an
invitation to enter into an investment. It does not constitute
or relate in any way nor should it be considered as an
offering of securities in any jurisdiction. This white paper
does not include or contain any information or indication
that might be considered as a recommendation or that
might be used as a basis for any investment decision.

UCROWDME tokens are just utility tokens which can be
used only on the UCROWDME platform and are not
intended to be used as an investment. The offering of
UCROWDME tokens on a trading platform is done in order
to allow the use of the UCROWDME platform and not for
speculative purposes. The offering of UCROWDME tokens
on a trading platform does not change the legal qualification
of the tokens, which remain a simple means for the use of
the UCROWDME platform and are not a security.
UCROWDME (UK) LIMITED is not to be considered as an
advisor in any legal, tax or financial matters. Any information
in the white paper is provided for general information
purposes only and UCROWDME (UK) LIMITED does not
provide any warranty as to the accuracy and completeness
of this information. UCROWDME (UK) LIMITED is not a
financial intermediary according to Swiss law and is not
required to obtain any authorization for Anti Money
Laundering purposes. Acquiring UCROWDME tokens shall
not grant any right or influence over UCROWDME (UK)
LIMITED’s organization and governance to the Purchasers.
Regulatory authorities are carefully scrutinizing businesses
and operations associated with cryptocurrencies in the
world. In that respect, regulatory measures, investigations
or actions may impact UCROWDME (UK) LIMITED’s business
and even limit or prevent it from developing its operations
in the future. Any person undertaking to acquire
UCROWDME tokens must be aware of the UCROWDME (UK)
LIMITED business model, the white paper or terms and
conditions may change or need to be modified because of
new regulatory and compliance requirements from any
applicable laws in any jurisdictions. In such a case,
purchasers and anyone undertaking to acquire UCROWDME
tokens acknowledge and understand that neither
UCROWDME (UK) LIMITED nor any of its affiliates shall be
held liable for any direct or indirect loss or damage caused
by such changes.

UCROWDME (UK) LIMITED will do its utmost to launch its
operations and develop the UCROWDME platform. Anyone
undertaking to acquire UCROWDME tokens acknowledges
and understands that UCROWDME (UK) LIMITED does not
provide any guarantee that it will manage to achieve it. They
acknowledge and understand therefore that UCROWDME
(UK) LIMITED (incl. its bodies and employees) assumes no
liability or responsibility for any loss or damage that would
result from or relate to the incapacity to use UCROWDME
tokens, except in case of intentional misconduct or gross
negligence.
Representation & Warranties
By participating in the crowdsale, the purchaser agrees to
the above and in particular, they represent and warrant that
they:
have read carefully the terms and conditions attached to
the white paper; agree to their full contents and accept
to be legally bound by them;
are authorized and have full power to purchase
UCROWDME tokens according to the laws that apply in
their jurisdiction of domicile;
are neither a US citizen or resident;
live in a jurisdiction which allows UCROWDME (UK)
LIMITED to sell UCROWDME tokens through a crowdsale
without requiring any local authorization;are familiar with
all related regulations in the specific jurisdiction in which
they are based and that purchasing cryptographic tokens
in that jurisdiction is not prohibited, restricted or subject
to additional conditions of any kind;
will not use the crowdsale for any illegal activity, including
but not limited to money laundering and the financing of
terrorism;
have sufficient knowledge about the nature of
cryptographic tokens and have significant experience
with, and functional understanding of the usage and
intricacies of dealing with cryptographic tokens and
currencies and blockchain-based systems and services;

purchase UCROWDME tokens because they wish to have
access to the UCROWDME platform;
are not purchasing UCROWDME tokens for the purpose
of speculative investment or usage.
Governing Law & Arbitration
Any dispute or controversy arising from or under the
crowdsale shall be resolved by arbitration in accordance
with the Swiss Rules of International Arbitration of the Swiss
Chamber of Commerce in force on the date when the
Notice of Arbitration is submitted in accordance with
these Rules.
The arbitration panel shall consist of one arbitrator only.
The seat of the arbitration shall be Lugano, Switzerland.
The arbitral proceedings shall be conducted in English.

Conclusion
We believe the greatest opportunity is right
in-front of us now, waiting to be served,
supported and embraced for real change.
For to long, technology platforms that could
help global citizens and companies have been
out-of-reach for most.
Our technology solution will change that by
disrupting conventional markets and putting
the voice back into the global citizen. It is only
then that real innovation, disruption and
empowerment can truly happen!
We have created a brand new global software
industry to better support global citizens and
drive real economic growth that benefits
mankind!
UCM IEO TOKEN

Contact Us
www.ucrowdme.com
info@ucrowdme.com
Telegram: UCROWDME
WhatsApp: UCROWDME
Facebook: UCROWDME.IO
ProBit Exchange: Support

